
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sharpening Your Coaching Skills _ On-line Coaching Practicum 

Practice Guide 

Please make sure that you read Preparation Guide carefully prior to joining the session and have ZOOM 

set up on your device.  

This practicum is your opportunity to practice coaching, to receive feedback right on the spot and to be 

guided and challenged by a peer coach, supporting you in your growth. Twice you will be working in small 

groups with 2 peers. We will give you instructions along the way. If it's not clear what to do, focus on what 

creates the best learning for your trio.  

1. There are three roles in your trio: 

Coach 

Client 

Coach of the coach  

REMEMBER: The focus of our practicum is on sharpening YOUR coaching skills, it is about you as a coach! 

Do not expect any coaching session in your trio to finish. Imagine you are to be in a rehearsal room before 

the performance. This is the place for trials and errors and not for showing up what a great coach you 

already are. Stay open to trying new things, to be interrupted, to be challenged.  

2. As a Client: Think in advance what topic or a challenge that you would like to bring to the 

practicum.  Make it reasonably challenging – don’t share the whole story all at once. Let the coach 

do the work.  Don’t make it impossible – stretch  the coach, not stump  the coach. 

3. As a Coach: Ask questions to get to the heart of the issue.  Experiment with new approaches, focus 

on difficult parts, practice, reflect with your Coach-of-the-Coach on how you could more 

effectively. Repeat. 

4. As Coach of the coach: Stop the session after 3 minutes or responses to the first 3 questions. Use 

the simple questions to coach the coach: “What are you trying to accomplish right now, coach? 

How could you do that more effectively?”, “What questions might help you get to the real issue 

faster?”  Resist the temptation to simply debrief what happened and give feedback! After quick 

review allow the coach to get back to the session and continue with insights they got. 

 

Switch roles:  

Client → becomes the Coach.  

Coach → becomes the Coach of the Coach.   

Coach of the Coach → becomes the Client. 



 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The flow of the Practicum: 

We will begin the meeting with short introduction and explanation of how we will be working together. 

Then we will continue with two practice sessions in Breakout Room trios. We’ll debrief each practice round 

in the Main Room before proceeding with the next round. 

1st Practice session (20 minutes) 

When you join the trio, quickly decide who will play each role – Coach, Coachee and Coach of the Coach. 

Remember you will be switching the roles, so everyone will play all three roles.  

The exercise: Three Word Questions (excluding articles and prepositions)   

 Coach coaches the client using only three-word questions.  Client can use as many words as they’d like, 

however shorter is better for this exercise.  The coach will coach for four minutes. Coach of the coach is the 

timekeeper and makes sure the coach is using three-word questions.  

After four minutes, switch roles: Client → becomes the coach. Coach → becomes the coach of the-coach.  

Coach of the Coach → becomes the client.   

Repeat the exercise for four minutes. Switch the roles again. Repeat the exercise.  

You will receive the 1-minute notification before you will automatically be returned to the Main Room for 

discussion and sharing the learning experiences.   

DO NOT press – leave the room! The system will move your out of the session and you will not be able to 

return to your room again.  

2nd Practice Session (35 minutes) 

When you join the trio, quickly decide who will play each role – Coach, Coachee and Coach of the Coach. 

Remember you will be switching the roles, so everyone will play all three roles. You have a maximum of 9 

minutes for each role - Coach, Client, and Coach of the coach. 

The exercise: Get to the point 

As a Coach: Using focused questions Coach is coaching the Client until the real issue to work on is apparent. 

Resist the temptation to keep going beyond the point where the issue to work on is identified. If there is 

time remaining, work on clarifying the goal or desired outcome the Client wants to achieve or create.  

As a Client: Bring to the practice a situation which you are unhappy about and do not have a clarity around 

how do you want to be different. Or let it be a challenge which you are struggling to overcome, maybe a 

conflict or an overwhelm you are dealing with.  

As a Coach of the Coach: Keep track of time. Interrupt every 3 minutes or so to check in with the Coach, 

asking “What are you trying to accomplish right now, Coach?”, “How could you do that better?”, “What 

questions might help you get to the real issue” , “Okay, get back and try it again?”  

Resist temptation to simply debrief or give feedback: Coach the Coach and have them try again. 

After 35 minutes you will be automatically moved to the Main Room for the discussion and sharing the 

learning. 


